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ORONO, MAINE, DECEMBER 16, 1937

Virginia Maguire Becomes
New Honorary Lt. Colonel
At Annual Military Ball
Ethelmae Currier
Confers Honor
On Winner

Lt. Colonel

Norman Harris Faculty Men
Wins Contest Deliver Papers

DANCE WAS VERY
COLORFUL AFFAIR
Wingy Mannone's Band
Furnishes Music
For Affair

Is Selected Winner
In Oak Speaking
Competition

No. 11

Political Equality Conflicts
With Economic Inequality,
Says Durbin at Convocation
•
Trip Is Made
Bell Tells All Says Democracy
Be Kept
By Brockway On Henhouse Should
In Existence

Several Faculty Men
Attend Christmas
Meetings

Arrange Interviews
With Companies
For Seniors

Poultry Pen Parches;
Pulverizes Pullets;
Poor Peepers

DELIVERS SEVERAL
OTHER SPEECHES

Norman Harris received the first
The faculty of the University of
A ten-day business trip to New
(George Bell, in the story below, tells Our Economic System
prize of $25 in the annual John M. Oak Maine will be widely represented at
York City, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, yon of the poultry building fire. Good
One of Inequality
Scholarship Contest in Public Speak- annual Christmas vacation gatherings
and Connecticut to discuss the prob- reporter that he is, he forgets to MenDurbin Claims
of various societies holding meetings
lems and possibilities of employment that the damage is estimated to be
Virginia Maguire was announced as ing held in the I.ittle Theatre Tuesday in Atlantic City, Indianapolis, Chicago,
for
this
year
is
being
under
scheduled
$2000
by
and
the
the
fire
took
place
the new honorary lieutenant colonel of evening. Blanche Holman and Philip and New York City.
By Alice Lerner
Placement Bureau this week, according Tuesday noon.—Ed.)
the University of Maine R.O.T.C. at Hutchinson received the second and
There is a fundamental conflict beProf. Elmer R. Hitchner, head of
to
Philip
J.
Brockway, Placement DiInhale by inhale description of the tween the principle on which our pothe annual military ball in Memorial third prizes, respectively.
the department of bacteriology and biorector.
Poultry Building Fire! It wasn't much litical system is based and that on
Gymnasium Friday evening.
Harris, whose subject was "Highway chemistry, will deliver a paper
on "The
Brockway left Sunday for New York but might've been. When I got which
our economic system is founded,
She received her certificate of office Safety," stated that the solution of the Slow Lactose Fermenting Problem
in
to spend several days calling on per- there, the east end of the building was
said Evan Durbin, senior lecturer at
from Ethelmae Currier, last year's hon- present-day highway problem lay in the Coliform Bacteria"
before the symsonnel men of various industries. From billowing smoke from the roof. Fire- the
London School of Economics,
orary lieutenant colonel, after being the application of four E's—education, posium on coliform
bacteria of the
New York, he will go to points in New men were running about tugging at speaking
at convocation Tuesday
led to a position in front of the orches- engineering, enforcement, and enthusi- Society of American Bacteriologists
at
Jersey and Pennsylvania and will stop their hose (fire hose, understand, for morning.
tra by Lester Tarbell, president of asm. Enthusiasm is the most impor- Washington, D. C.
in Hartford, Conn., on the way back.
the height of their rubberboots made it "We in the
Scabbard and Blade. After receiving tant of these, he said. To teach drivers
capitalist, democratic
The main purpose of his annual trip, impossible to determine whether they
Prof. Ferdinand H. Steinmetz, head
the commission, she was saluted by fir- to conduct themselves according to the
countries live under a system of politMr. Brockway explained, is to urge wore garters). Editor Costrell was
of the department of botany and entoing of machine guns, and then she laws of the highway and to have school
ical equality and an economic system
companies to visit Maine in the spring there, talking with Kleiner, one of the
mology, will speak on "The Gymnopassed through an arch made by the children educated in highway safety
of inequality," he said. "For instance,
to interview seniors for employment. Campuses best snoops; they both had
sporangium Rusts of Maine" before
swords of the officers of Scabbard and were the two principal phases of this
in Great Britain, which is politically
Arrangements will also be made to a starboard ear hunched to the nipping
the American Phytopathological Socitopic.
Blade.
democratic, 90% of the population rehave students call on certain companies north wind which was not helping the
ety at Indianapolis.
This was the second time Miss Maceives 45% of the income. A similar
Miss Holman, second prize winner,
in New York for interview's if such firemen at all.
Prof. II, B. Kirshen, acting head of
guire had received such an honor, since defended the bicameral system of legiscondition prevails in the United States
companies cannot arrange a trip to the
the
department
Frankie
of
the
economics
and
policeman
sodwas
also
she was colonel of the corps at Deering lature in her speech. She stated that
(Photo by Cook)
at the present time.
University.
ology, will deliver a paper on "Economthere. I wanted to go in and see what
High School, Portland.
the unicameral legislature, demanded
Virginia Maguire '39, whose election
"The combination of the political
A total of about 50 appointments was going on, so I waited until Frankie
ic Interpretations of Law" before the
by 23 states, is based only on theory,
as honorary lieutenant colonel was an- have been made in advance
power of ordinary men and women and
Candidates' Dress
for
the
was looking the other way and beat it
American Teachers of Business Law
nounced at the Military Ball last Fri- trip. Several new fields
At the ball Miss Maguire was charm- while the bicameral system has been
their economic poverty is causing the
will be de- into the building.
at Atlantic City, where he will also be
day evening.
ing in a beautiful gown of white taffeta proved by experience.
democracies to change. This political
veloped
at
this time
attending the meetings of the American
At the door was a pool of black waand net trimmed with two immense red
Mr. Hutchinson, speaking on "Let Economic
"The response to our requests for ter that was discouraging, but I tip- power has been and is being used to
Association.
roses. On her arm she wore a corsage There Be Light," pleaded for a better
appointments," said Brockway, "has toed through and mounted the stairs give services to the people which are
Prof. George W. Small, of the deof red and white roses.
light and better sight program to be
been extremely encouraging in spite of that were awash with water and char- not consistent with capitalist laissezThe other candidates for the honor- put into effect without delay, suggest- partment of English, will speak on
present
business difficulties. Just what coal. On the second floor was all the faire. It is impossible to restore any
ary lieutenant colonelcy were also be- ing the Home Service Lighting De- "The Overlapping of the Subjunctive
the general feeling is regarding em- excitement. The firemen were forcing kind of free-moving capitalist economcomingly dressed. Edna Louise Har- partment as a method of improvement. and the Indicative in English" before
ployment for next spring we cannot a hose to the third story by the narrow ic system unless we are prepared to
the Linguistic Society of America
Freshman rules were removed
rison wore a white taffeta dress with
Other speakers were Karl Hendricktell yet, but it seems so far that most stairway. Water was coming through depart from the political system of dewhile
attending
its joint meeting with
by the Senior Skulls at a meeting
sparkling polka dots, trimmed with red son, who spoke on "Why Not War";
employers are planning to carry out the ceiling, and the poultry were lying mocracy."
of the men in the freshman class
velvet. Red velvet mitts, a red bow in Lawrence Denning, whose subject was the Modern Language Association at
their usual recruiting plans."
Democracy Superior
in queer positions or staggering like
in the Little Theatre this noon.
her hair, and red sandals made it seem "Federal Poultry Experiment Sta- Chicago.
"The arguments are overwhelmingAmong the industries with which opium smokers, not minding at all the
The decision to remove the rules,
Prof. Clarence E. Bennett, acting
lkie a Paris creation. She had a cor- tions-; and Alice Lerner, who disappointments have been made are elec- wetting that they were receiving. As ly in favor of retaining democracy as
and thereby enable the males to
sage of red roses.
cussed the "Paradox of Democratic head of the department of Physics, and
tric utilities, department stores, hotels, the smoke grew worse, a few of the a political system," Durbin asserted.
converse
once
again with their
Prof. Karl D. Larsen will present a
Ruth Pagan, in a gown of white Philosophy."
the steel industry, insurance, commer- chickens died, but only a few—nine, "There never has been a group of
women classmates,to discard green
satin, looked very sophisticated. Her
(Cmitimied on Page Two)
cial food companies, the radio indus- to be exact. At last the crew got people sufficiently wise to decide what
Mr. Percy Crane, Mrs. E. R. Hitchbow ties and ridiculous toques, to
accessories were long white gloves, ner, and Mr. Fred Loring were judges.
try, manufacturing, construction, and a hole through the ceiling. A barrel- other people want without consulting
scowl instead of saying hello, to
white satin slippers, and a corsage of Professor Mark Bailey was chairman.
others.
chested man was holding the hose those people. Democracy is, furtherpoke fun at upperclassmen, and so
gardenias in her hair. Phoebe Dunbar
while standing on a small table. The more, the only way of achieving real
forth,
was
made
by
the
Skulls
at
a
was dressed in white taffeta, wore
water
rained over him. He looked unity of a people. It is paradoxical,
University
Broadcast
meeting
held
b"it
Monday,
it
was
white gloves, and a gold Juliet cap.
for
all
the world like a giant cherub but true, that only in those countries
County
Champions
not
announced until the meszing
and 4-H leaders
Heard Around World
Barbara Grace was attractively
holding
a snake in a garden fountain. in which real opposition to the govfrom
all Maine counties will assemble
of the freshman class today.
dressed in a blue embroidered taffeta
Then
a
man, probably the chief, said ernment's program is permitted, or
University
The
of
heard
Maine
was
on the campus Dec. 30 for the annual
gown trimmed with a rose flower. She
More than 85 per cent of the 1937
something about having "things where even encouraged, is there real unity of
wore silver accessories. Ethelyn Park- in an international broadcast last night three-day get-together.
graduates of the College of Agricul- they wanted them."
the nation.
President Hauck, Dean Deering, and Book Store To Open
man's blondness was set off by a lovely from 7:45 to 8:45. The broadcast, one
ture are now employed, Prof. Charles
Durbin expressed the belief that as
I beat it back to go to class.
of
a
series
given
by
leading
New
Engmembers
from
the
faculty
and
Experidress of black taffeta. She also waif
Nights After Christmas If. Merchant
far as the economic system is conland
colleges,
was given over Boston's ment Station will appear on the proreported
at
a
faculty
silver accessories.
cerned, we must make a choice between
short wave station WIXAL.
The University Store will be open meeting of the college.
gram. Commissioner Frank P. WashProspective Grangers
Patrons
-the present unsatisfactory transition
The gymnasium was decorated in I The hand, chorus, and orchestra, the burn, principal speaker, will speak on evenings for a trial period after the
According to the survey made by
Plan
For Organization stage and the establishment of a difred, white, and blue. Wingy Mansion's Univrsity trio, and Miss Elsa Parshley "Interesting Facts About Maine," Christmas vacation as a result of a Prof. Merchant for the last three
ferent kind of economy." "Under the
A group meeting of all those interorchestra furnished the music. The contributed to the musical part of the Thursday evening, Dec.31, at the Little recommendation to that effect passed
years, the class of 1937 found employpresent system of economic equality,
patrons and patronesses were : Dean program. President Hauck spoke on Theatre.
ment less difficult than did the class ested in organizing a Student Grange an unstable order is created by giving
by the Student Senate last Tuesday.
the
University
Genevieve
;
Weill.
"The
Singing
Smiths,"
4-H
family
and Mrs. Arthur I.. Deering. Dean and
Harold L. Bruce, store manager, had of 1935, but members of the class of was held Thursday, Dec. 2, in 33 Win- the people political power and placing
Mrs. Lamert S. Corbett. Dr. and Mrs. French exchange student, gave her im- of musical prodigies from South Parpressions on American universities: sonsfield, will be featured.
offered
to keep the store open if there 1936 were placed with less difficulty slow. The following committee was before them a small minority who are
William I.. Gilliland, Dr. and Mrs.
while Mary Deering and John Gowell
appointed to ascertain student interest much better off economically," he said.
Dean Deering will award certificates was sufficient demand for it, and the than the 1937 graduates.
George E. McReynolds, Dean and Mrs.
Graduates of the College of Agricul- in the proposition: J. Wesley Oliver, "This great mass of people will, of
described the Maine athletic organiza- I,, State Champions following the eve- Student Senate several weeks ago deOlin S. Lutes, Mr. and Mrs. William
cided to learn of student feeling on the ture have entered various types of chairman; Cora Bailey, Rockwood course, use their political power to
tions.
ning banquet Dec. 31.
C. Wells, Col. F. H. Strickland, Col.
matter. It was found that students work such as teaching, extension work, Berry. Albert Bouchard, Timothy Cur- change the existing distribution of
Robert Snow, Col. and Mrs. H. L.
generally favored the change,
including club work, commercial fields tain, Elizabeth Kruse, and Anna Simp- wealth. There have been and are in
Bowen, Prof. and Mrs. C. A. Brautmany kinds, farming, and homemak- son. Anyone interested in the Student the world many movements which aim
of
lecht, Col. and Mrs. Haw. Capt. and
ing. Some are doing further study Grange should see committee mem- at a redistribution of wealth through
Mrs. G. J. Loupret, Prof. and Mrs.
the power of the government."
and graduate work.
bers.
S. M. Wallace, Capt. and Mrs. R. K.
Economic System Unjust
Alcott. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watson.
Ile pointed out that in the United
Mr. and Mrs. II. I.. Richardson, Mr.
The University Chorus made its first
Chorus and Orchestra
States there is a use of the power of
(A. M.)
and Mrs. Ralph A. Sawyer.
Holy Night, Peaceful Night . Gruber
democracy to establish services which
Recently a radio lecturer said, "I
Among those present were: Herrick appearance of the year at Christmas
Congregation, Chorus, Orchestra
are inconsistent with the capitalist syshave never been the victim of a
Thomas. June Phelps; Donald Poole, Vespers last Sunday in Memorial
tem, that social security laws and labor
Gymnasium, which was appropriately Excerpt from Rigoletto
Verdi
highwayman nor a murderer." Ob(CONSiNtied On Page Four)
Miss Marion Hatch, Violoncello
decorated for the season with Christ(Continued on Page Four)
viously he hadn't been a victim of
Students in the College of Agricul- that the famiiles of two-year agriculmas trees. The program consisted of It Canoe upon a Midnight
a murderer, but he seemed a likely
University Receives
Clear
ture come front larger families than do tural students (5.51 persons) were
a Pantomime, Mary the 3lother, and
Willis
prospect.
Band Gives Compact
Congregation, Chorus, Orchestra
Agricultural Records various musical selections.
those in the other two colleges, the largest, and that for the other divisions
•
To Ruth McClelland
the order was as follows: general
There's more than one way to
This year the story of the birth of Christmas Song, Lo, How a Rost
sociological survey of the class of 1940,
The original book of records of the
agriculture (4.33 persons), forestry
Praetorius
call a dog a dog. A sea captain
Christ was presented in a new manner. e'er Blooming
Ruth
McClelland, the first girl drum
Herbert
conducted
by
Lamson,
Dr.
D.
Agricultural Society of Maine has
(4.33 persons), and home economics
University Chorus, a (opens
once entered in his log. "The first
The characters, Mary, Elisabeth, Jomajor here at the University, was preassistant professor of sociology, has (3.43).
been presented to the University of
0,
Little
Town
of
Bethlehem
Redner
mate was drunk today." In retaliseph, and the three Shepherds, persented with an inscribed compact from
disclosed. Those in the College of
Maine by Mrs. Samuel Vaughan of
Congregation, Chorus, Orchestra
The survey also disclosed that paation the mate wrote size next day,
formed in pantomime on the stage,
the band at the Military Ball last FriAgriculture come from the smallest
Hallowell and Boston.
3leditation
Massenet
rents engaged in agriculture have a
"The captain was sober today."
while a large group of freshman mai,
day evening.
families.
This record book has been in the posMiss Elsa Parshley, Violin
larger number of children per family
•
in the form of a verse choir, told the
Having a girl drum major at the
session of the Vaughan family ever
The parents of the average student than the other classes of laborers.
Accompanied by the Orchestra
Football is becoming furtive. A
story. The music consisted of a SymIn state series caused a bit of favorable
since the society disbanded more than
College of Agriculture have combining agricultural laborers
in
the
0,
Come,
All
Ye
Faithful
Wade
play
by
play
phony played by the orchestra, songs
with comment, awl helped the University
announcer told us that
of
a century ago. It will be deposited in
about four (4.21) children. For the unskilled laborers there
Congregation, Chorus, Orchestra
an Army back sneaked around left
is an average Nlaine band Will the trophy in
by the chorus, a violin solo by Miss
the state
the vault of the University library.
College
Arts
Sciences
the
and
of
and
Christmas
Music
.
Grieg
of approxiniatcly four and one-half haul commit
end. The same announcer insisted
Elsa Parshley, a violoncello solo by
ii
The Agricultural Society of Maine
College of Technology the figures are, children per family, as
University Orchestra
that so-and-so smacked him right
compared with
Marion Hatch, and Christmas Carols
"Mac." as she is known around the
was incorporated by the General Court
respectively,
children.
2.88
3.57
and
Pantomime, Mary the Mother
an average of slightly more than three campus,
on the marker.
sung by the congregation.
was chosen last fall for this poof Massachusetts, of which Maine was
Arranged by Mona Swann
A comparison of the size of the and one-half for laborers occupied as
•
The program in full was:
sitiuot. Aside t rotti the regular practhen a part, and the act of incorporaAccompanied by Choral Reading
parents
from
family
the
average
which
managers,
A
merchants,
Bangor
Daily
or
public
News
service
story retice with the band, many Saturday
tion was signed by Governor Joshua Pastoral Symphony from the
I fallelujah Chorus from the
of Maine students came shows that workers, or in skilled trades.
cently about the "eight" pairs of
Messiah
mornings she was to be found on the
Handel
Brooks, February 16. 1818.
Messiah
differences
the
between
the
exist
same
Handel
twins at the University didn't do
Prof. Lamson says that surprisingly athletic field marching and practicing
University Orchestra
Although the society was short
grandparents
University
colleges,
students
of
the
Chorus
and Orchestra
us justice—it overlooked at least
enough professional men, manufactur- by herself in preparation for the state
lived, it gave a strong impetus to agri- Scripture Reading, I.uke 2:1-14
The annual Carol Sing took place
in the College of Agriculture having er,. superintendents, hankers, and emtwo pairs.
Mr. Howard Goodwin
contest.
cultural education in Maine, and sevat President Hauck's house Wednesmore children than those of students ployees in commerce, have approxi•
Miss McClelland is a sophomore
eral county societies sprang up to take Joy to the World Are, from Handel day evening, under the auspices
in the other colleges and the grand- mately three children per family.
of the
One motorist to another: "1 love
home economics major. She is a memCongregation, Chorus, Orchestra
its place. These societies did their
Maine Christian Association. Miss
parents of those in the College of Techthe beauties of the road.- Second
The survey results indicate that ber of Delta Delta Delta sorority, Pack
most important work prior to the Civil Chorale, Break Forth! 0 Beauteous
Elsa Parshley entertained with violin
nology having the least.
motorist: "So do I. I give some of
there has been a decline for all occupa- and Pine, V.W.C.A. cabinet. Home
War, when they developed the best edHeavenly Light, irons The
solos. General carol singing was the
them a lift!" And both voted for
A comparison of the four divisions tions in size of family from the parents' Economics Club. Rifle team, and vice
ucational type of county fair.
thristmas Oratorio
Bach feature of the evening.
more and better "Pickups."
in the College of Agriculture showed to the students' generation.
president of the Elms.

Skulls Remove
Freshman Rules

4-H Club Leaders
Meet Dec.30-Jan. 1

University Chorus Makes Appearance
On Program with "Mary the Mother"

1937 Graduates
87% Employed

Pickups

Agricultural Students' Families Are
Larger Than in Other Two Colleges
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Campus Camera

By Lea

CORRESPONDENCE
public on pertinent
(The correspondence columns of The Campus are open to the
with the author's real
subjects, and letters are welcomed. All letters should be signed II
desired. The ideas
letter
name, but a pen name will be used in publication of the Campus
and should not be so
stated In these columns axe not necessarily those of The
part of any letter.)
considered. The editor reserves the right to withhold any letter or •

NI is. Edward Godfrey, of Bangor
prominetn in social service work in
that city and one of the sponsors of
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
the Maternal Health League, will be
University of Maine
the speaker at the next Monday afternoon meeting of the Y.W.C.A. Her
1937
Member
" talk will concern the work of the
1938 "'""`""
National
League and its relation to social and
economic conditions in this area. The I
New `Iona, N. Y
Dtatnlau tor of
420 Mscosom Ave.
C.1.40 • 110ST011 • LOS ASISILS• • 11.11 11.14CISCO meeting will be held in the sunparlor
of Balentine Hall, at 4:15 o'clock on
, January 10.

To the Editor :
To the Editor:
An anonymous letter appeared in
The writer of the letter against the
the last issue of the Campus, denounc- A.S.U. which appeared in the Caming the American Student Union as a pus last week has certainly been prompt
totally mulesirable organization with in trying to suppress an organization
Communistic sympathies.
before it has been formally organized.
The author then advanced the plat- It seems to me that the organization
DEVINE
form of the A.S.U. and asked,"Where should he permitted to show what its
OF OREGON STATE SOW
1HE OREGCN KICKER
Address all business curies oondence to the Business Manager, all other correcan you find a clearer presentation of views and program are before prejuspondence to the Editor.in.Chiel.
CAPP MCI(10 Rusrf
The next Vesper service will be held
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office, Orono, Maine.
the Communist platform?" It is hard dice is aroused against it. Then perNE HOISTED A TEAMSubscription: $1.00 a year.
on Sunday afternoon, January 9. Proto believe that the writer is in earnest. haps Mr. Willie Coldstone would not
MATE ON l'ILT SHOULDERS
Printed at the University Press, Orono, Maine.
Advertising Rate 50e per column inch
fessor Lloyd Flewelling will read, and
J-IST AS TIE BALL
He has about as much grounds for have such misapprehensions as those
Si
Extension
Tel.
building.
of
M.C.A.
floor
third
Office on the
LEFT TI-E KICKERS
Mrs. Wilber E. Bradt will play. The
saying this, as he would if he accused under which he is now laboring.
1OE,ENA8UNtIS'6
Edttar-in•Chief
entire service will be devoted to music
Edwin S. Conran.
everybody who wears a red tie of havIn the first place, how long has a
RAL 10 BLOCK THE
Business Manager
Merrill Eldridge.
and readings.
ing Communist tendencies. My first complete student vote been necessary
KKK! ALTHOUC+I
EDITORIAL BOARD
THERE IS ND RULE
suggestion would be, that this indus- for the organization of any small
Sports Editor
William C. Saltzman.
Managing Editor
Arland Meade
Mrs. Lillian Brush of the Psychology
AGAINST IT, THIS IS'
Virginia Hall.. ....Women's News Editor
Associate Editor
trious author obtain some idea of what group on this campus? This is supJean Kent
Editor
__Society
......
.
.....
Profita...
Josephine
OSI
Editor
TIE CettY INSTANCE
Sherley SweetNews
department will be the speaker at the
I the Communist platform is, and then posedly a land where free speech is
CF
RECORD
EDITORS
CONTRIBUTING
next meeting of Freshman "Y," which
proceed to make his comparisons. Af- perntitted, hut some persons seem to
Williston
0Am...A Cir..Pm.
George Bell, Priscilla Haskell, Catherine Rowe, George Weatherbee, Margaret
will be held on the first Wednesday
ter following this procedure, if the be afraid to grant free speech to any
STAR REPORTERS
DR. I4SNRY W.
Rose following vacation.
writer still feels that he has some basis but those sympathetic to them. If
.4IUBIEME
Robert Atwood, Mary Bearce, Leonard Brann, Mary Curran, Erwin Cooper,
Kent, Edna Louise
Costrell, Dorrice Dow, Kathleen Duplisse, Lillian Herrick, Rachel
JUSTICE
fit making his former statement, he Mr. Coldstone is not afraid, why is he
Woodward.
Joyce
Saltzman,
Ada
Harrison, Lewis Nightingale, Marjorie Moulton,
The annual Christmas party of the
HARLAN P.
nould find as much basis for smearing so anxious to prevent the organization
REPORTERS
women was held at the
Reiley, off-campus
his stigmatic labels on almost any of a group which is, as he says, a small
David Astor, Charlotte Dimitre, Richard Dearborn, Boris Kleiner, Helen
from
Wednesday
Rothenberg.
on
Building
Howard
M.C.A.
Mary Orr, Mary Oberly, Charles Peirce, Alice Lerner,
group or organization on canipus. It minority on the campus?
4:30 to 6:30 o'clock. Those in attendCUB REPORTERS
FROM MAST.ST
is enlightening to note the facility of
As for the purpose of the A.S.U., it
Pease,
Virginia
Look,
Eleanor
Boyer,
Azalea
114E
gifts for the kitchen, to
FORlY YEARS AT
Josephine Campbell. Eleanor Cousin•.
eOLLEGE FOR
Smith, Dorcas ance brought
classifying any group or individual is simply to provide liberal, openMargaret Peasley, Patricia Gogan, Irene Whitman, Regina Shay,(lenient
DR
TEXAS
OF
UNIVERSITY
Cullinan, Virginia meet the needs of the new lunchroom
ALLEEECLY HITTING
Jewell. Marion White, Kendrick Hodgdon, Gerald Small, Robert
when you are indifferent to the basis minded students with an opportunity
HARPER HAS ALWAYS WORN A
Maguire.
A PROCESSOR / HE
for off-campus women. Following the
for this classification. I feel it appro- to meet and discuss the problems the
RED BOW TIE,'ME SAME lYPE
BUSINESS STAIN
ENROLLED AT AMHERST
attendance
in
of
those
many
supper,
Advertising Manager
OF SHOES AND CARRIED AN
priate to mention here, that for the world is facing today and what can be
William Hilton
WERE HE BECAME THE MOST
Circulation Manager
went on to the Carol Sing at the PreslRobert Harvey
UMBRELLA!
last two years, the R.O.T.C. has been done about them. Any one is welcome
COPULA/2 MAN C44 THE CAMPUS
Subscriptions Manager
William West
house.
dent's
Circulation Assistant
Peter Skoufis.
wearing red insignia on their sleeves— to join; the group is not affiliated with
irculat ion Assistant
Philip Goon
possibility for our unknown writ- any party but includes sympathizers of
good
FACULTY GATHERINGS
has been fortunate enough to all parties, even the more conservative
who
er,
Page
One)
from
(Continued
have an intellect so acute that he can ones. The S.L.I.D. was not a socialist
find relationships between the unre- organization, as Mr. Coldstone states;
joint paper on "A Two-Year Program
lated.
in fact, during the year 1935-6, when it
A storm of words has beset the campus as a consequence of at- in General Physics" before the meetThe undisclosed writer seems to have existed here, it included at least one
tempts to organize here a local chapter of the American Student ing of the American Association of
Nightingale
By Lewis
the gift of prophecy, as well as a pro- very strong capitalist and others far
Physics Teachers, which is meeting
Union, a national organization of college and high school students in conjunction with the American Ashicsho
.e.k
ill this ,wov.
' d knowledge of the situation. The from radical in their views.
om
s
fir
Our
which has a liberal, if not radical, orientation. The storm began last
Maine Student Union (the local chapMr. Coldstone is mistaken also reanon for the Advance of Science''there is no letter
ter oof the A.S.U.) has not yet formed garding the platform of the A.S.U.
week when a student sent a letter to the Campus describing the A.S.U. and, the American Physical Society at grieves
not at all. In order to fill
Weatherbee
George
By
its platform, which will be founded by While the items he mentions are supas a "red" organization that represented only a small minority of Indianapolis. Prof. Bennett will also this column I have scouted around for
Gave to Me, the elimination of several points from ported by some members, others do not
students and suggested that, if the A.S.U. should show "any life at represent the University of Maine at a few verses which might be of little Such Counsels rots
the meetings of the American Associa- worth and less interest. Not that I Robinson Jeffers' new narrative poem. the national platform. such as the R.O. agree with them, nor are they compulall," an organization such as the American Defense League at Geneva,
tion of University Professors and the don't want to please, but because I is the story of a sick and desperate boy T.C., and the Oxford Pledge. How- sory. A person may support only one
N. Y., would not be out of place here.
Society of Sigma Xi, honorary re- couldn't please all, no matter how hard who returns home from college to ask ever. Willie Coldstone says that we part of the program of the A.S.U. and
In support of his thesis that the organization is red, he asserted search fraternity.
I tried. Besides, no one understands his father for the money with which won't eliminate any, and who are we still be a member Mr. Coldstone states,
was
grew
A.S.U.
the
which
of
out
me; it's hell to have the soul of a poet to continue his course; refused, he ' to contradict him—it is only our or- "The union accepts without reservaorganizations
dethe
two
Prof. Maurice D. Jones, of
that one of the
tion the Oxford pledge." This is not
kills his father at his mother's insti- ganization.
also
the brain of a gnat.
and
and
partment of agricultural economics and
socialist, while the other was sympathetic to the communists,
A letter of this sort shows how bad- true; at the national convention to he
bit like plagi- gation. It has the elements which are
a
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the
manager
and
may
farm
management
bit
As
This
program.
communistic
a
was
A.S.U.
the
that the program of
poems: scenes of ly the A.S.U. is needed, as the main held at Vassar this Christmas, the quesuniversity farm, will attend the meet- arism, but check up before you con- typical of Jeffers'
regards the defunct "socialist" organization, the facts indicate that, ing of the American Farm Economic dem.i it.
cruel brutality, as that in which the function of the A.S.U. is that of enab- tion of the Oxford Pledge is to be defather forces his horse to smell the ling the students to obtain the neces- bated upon.
while many of its members did have a distinctly pink tinge, the organ- Association at Atlantic City.
God made the birds and beast and
I think if Mr. Coldstone will wait a
skinned carcass of pig which terrifies sary factual background for expressization was not an adjunct of the Socialist Party. As regards the Prof. Matthew E. Highlands, of the
trees,
it: characters, such as the mother's, ing their opinions. However, facts while, he will see that the A.S.U. is
other defunct organization, it is true that many of its members were department of bacteriology and bio- And I can forgive him that.
which have a neuroticism close to in- haven't bothered people like Willie up not trying to spread the seeds of Tersympathetic to the communist cause; whether most of them were, is, chemistry, will attend the meeting of He made the worms and lice and sanity; and a setting of great beauty. to now, so why should they worry them ror on the campus but is rather trying
BacterioloAmerican
of
emphatiSociety
the
most
however, a question. As regards the A.S.U. program,
fleas,
to help the student body toward an inthe Pacific coast with its red-wood at present ?
gists at Washington.
Willie feels that we are committing terest in and intelligent understanding
cally it is not of communist character.
trees, its mountain peaks, and its blue
And I can forgive him that.
Prof. Lyle C. Jenness, of the departnew to his phimeet- of what is happening in the world toTo denounce the A.S.U. platform as communistic and at the ment of chemistry and chemical engi- He made the lemon, he made the sea. It offers nothing just another a grave offense if we hold a peace
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same time indict it because it contains the Oxford pledge is
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illustrative footnote to his ideas of tend to hold peace meetings (although
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overcome
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bility. to
is opposed to pacificism and isolationism,
As a member of the A.S.U., I was
Chemical Society at the University of
And I can forgive him that.
doom which is leading it to extinction ever, we doubt very much whether we
is pushing the principle of a world-wide united front against fascism. Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
But he made you also, dear, you see, and the consequent rule of unthinking. are in disagreement with those Maine extremely interested in Mr. Ulf&
And the communists are definitely looking forward to the day when Thomas A. Knowlton and Reginald Tnd that's where he loses out with splendid, and beautiful nature over all a!umni who died in the "war to end Coldstone's letter which appeared in
The Maine Campus of Dec. 9, 1937.
me.
it will be necessary to take up arms against fascist foes. How,then, V. Hobhah. instructors in the departthings.
oars.
I ant grateful for the interest which
letter
anonymous
can anyone logically characterize the A.S.U. program as "communis- ment of economics and sociology, will Draw your own conclusions from
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Time
purpose
The Shorter Poems
Mr. Coldstone has shown in the orthat.
attend the meetings of the American
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The shorter poems in the volume are is. that since Maine is a state-supported ganization, but I should like to rectify
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related to this theme. Air-Raid Re- institution.
All this is not to say, of course, that there are not communists
a few wrong impressions which he has
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built its house so high has to fall,
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The A.S.U. at present includes in its membership students affilidren" he says:
Freedom. Security, and Equality. To
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BEAR FACTS - - - From Woodward to Basketball - - - by Bill Saltzman
Just another fan....Stanley Wotxlward of the New York Herald Tribune
and formerly of the Boston Herald has long been considered a leading football
writer, but on one occasion he was just another curious spectator to a Maine
assistant manager.
It happened when Fred Brice first came to Maine. The Bears were holding a secret practice session, and the managers had been ordered to keep out all
spectators. All was well until an assistant manager noticed a man who had
disregarded the "Keep Out" sign and who appeared to be unusually interested
in the drill.
The manager approached the stranger. "Sorry,sir. No one is allowed to
watch the practice."
The spectator smiled. "Before you force me out, could I see Fred Brice?"
A curious Brice came over to the stranger who promptly stuck out his
hand. "I'm Woodward from the Boston Herald. "I'm doing a series now on
New England college teams."
He remained.
***** *

*

Intramural basketball— .Contrary to most predictions, the introduction
of varsity basketball last year did not weaken the intramural court league. If
anything, it strengthened the circuit.
"Because most of thc stars are on the varsity, the league now gives the
little fellow a chance to play." says Prof. S. M. if
of the physical education department. "In other years, when there Ti'as no varsity basketball, the
little fellow was lost in the shuffle of intramural stars. Right now, under our
present system, everyone has a chance. Consequently, the intramural league,
which was strong anyway. has been considerably strengthened."
Intramural basketball this year, incidentally, starts immediately following
the Christmas recess.
Official-

Scrimmaging has not only proved beneficial to the Maine

varsity basketball team, but it has also provided a training ground for future
court officials. Through these sessions, would-be referees receive the experience so necessary for officiating success.
Included among the potential officials are Herbie Rubin, a member of the
basketball squad until ineligibility caught up with him; Fred Sturgis, who recently passed his Eastern Maine board examinations; Phil Curtis, a member
of the basketball team; Bill Webber, another basketball player; and Duffy
Dunlap.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A winter sport... .Although tennis in this section of the country is primarily a spring, summer,and early fall sport, members of the University team
will not be idle this winter. According to plans of Dr. George W.Small, tennis
coach, the 24-man squad will compete in a round-robin during the next few
months in Memorial Gymnasium. In this manner, ranks of the various players
will be determined.
Those competing are: Keith Bates, Julie Brodie, Jim Cahill, Austin Chantberlain, Sewell Ginsberg, Ed Hayes, Bob Harvey, Phil Hinkley, John Hooper,
Vernon Kent—the present champion, Bernard LaBarge, Elmer Lippa, S. Hale
Lull, Jack Maines,Phil Itleserve, Gordon Raymond,-clinchfield, Chase, Pierce,
Clark Thurston, Bill Veague, and Leslie Brookes.
*
Never can learn....Colby's at it again. Already the newspapers in the
state, fed by the publicity of McCoy, are shouting the praises of the Mules'
great freshman basketball team and of its razzle-dazzle offense.
Surely the past football season should have been a lesson to Al McCoy.
* * a * a * *
Who's Who on track and basketball squads....
(Sketches of players on these two teams. There
be two or three each
week.)
Bob Cullinan....happy-go-lucky basketball guard....Conies from South

Portland where they eat basketballs for dessert....A student journalist, writing for Portland Sunday Telegram and Campus....His picture was in last
Sunday's edition, but Bob swears he didn't have anything to do with it. ...A
junior and majors in zoology....Was a substitute on the frosh squad two years
ago until the Aroostook trip when suddenly he became the team's star....An
aggressive player and a good Iloorman....Dark-haired ...thin....good pingpong player....member of Phi Gamma Delta.
Sid Hurwitz....state 440-yard and 220-yard champion....Virtually born
with a pair of track shoes on his feet, for he was a grammar and high school
champion...Was interscholastic 600-yard champion at Roxbury Memorial...
Was an All-Greater Boston football end, too....Played freshman football,
but did not go out for varsity....Likes to dance to swing music....Likes to
wager,and only last week, bet a freshman that if he didn't win the high hurdles
in the gamble meet he would play violin before Balen tine
.Bet didn't
materialize, because he became ill on the day of the meet. .That's what he
says....Majors in mathematics and hopes someday to rival Einstein....Is a
Senior Skull....a member of Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity....Can't throw
javelin, but can throw bull....
Tabs....Chuck Taylor held his school last night in Memorial gymnasium
....The New England Conference has voted to retain the seamed basketball
....The freshman basketball team gave the varsity a real stiff battle in Tuesday's scrimmage....Dick Preston, Bates center, was the only player in the
state to receive honorable mention on the National Intercollegiate Sports
Writers associated All-American team released this week....Eddie Dooley's
All-American team released during a Chesterfield football broadcast recently
consisted of Bershak, N. C., and Sweeney, Notre Dame, ends; Franco, Fordham,and Markov, Washington, tackles; Routt, Texas A.and M., and Monsky,
Alabama, guards; Wojciechowicz, Fordham, center; Frank, Yale; Goldberg,
Pittsburg. Chapman, California, and White, Colorado, backs....

Cagers Woodbury Still
Varsity Basketball Team Curtis Releases Intramural
Sophomores Trim Frosh
In Action, Jan. 10
Schedule
1938
Coaches
Frosh
Scrimmages with Frosh;
In Gamble Track Meet;
Bill Webber Back Again
Seniors in Third Place
Kenyon Shifts Hall Seven-Column Page
And Curtis to
Usedfor First Time
Center Posts
By Bob Cullinan

With the adoption of a seven-column page and the reduction in colwidth from 234 to 2 inches,
the Campus today has reached a
new stage in its development. The
two-inch column is used by all
modern dailies.
Following is the manner in which
the Caintes has, through the years,
increased the size of its pages:
Years Columns
Length
1913
12 inches
3
1914
5
18 "
4
1917
11 6.
4
1918
14 64
5
1919
18 41
6
1928
20
7
1937
20 .4

Intramural basketball will start Jan.
Schedules for the year of 1938 an10. at 8:00 p.m., in Memorial Gymnanounced today by Ted Curtis, faculty
sium with a game between Alpha Gammanager of athletics, are as follows:
ma Rho and Kappa Sigma.
Winter Sports
The different teams have been pracFeb. 4-5 New Hampshire Carnival
11-12 Dartmouth at Hanover,
ticing since Dec. 8, and will continue
New Hampshire
until Dec. 16.
11-18 Intercollegiate Ski Union
at Middlebury, Vt.
Petersons Entertain
22
State Intercollegiate
Championship at Orono
Following their usual custom, Pro26
Caribou Carnival
fessor and Mrs. Roy M. Peterson entertained at dinner at their home on
Cross Country
Bennisch Street. Dec. 1, the major stuVarsity
Oct. 8 New Hampshire at Durham dents in Romance Languages,the presi21 Colby at Orono
dents of the French and Spanish Clubs,
28 State meet at Lewiston
and the members of the teaching staff
Nov. 7 N.E.I.C.A.A. at Boston
of the Department. After dinner the
14 I.C.A.A.A.A. at New York guests participated in various amusements, especially games of the guessing
Football
variety.
Varsity
The following were in attendance.
Sept. 24 Rhode Island at Orono
Mildred Dixon, Ida Mae Hart, MarOct. 1 New York University at
guerite Picard, Helen Reiley, Rose
New York
8 New Hampshire at Durham Whitmore. Alma Armstrong. Theresa
Johnson, Lucille Fogg, Marjorie Moul15 Connecticut at Orono
ton. Genevieve Weill, Armando A.
22 Bates at Orono
Polito, William F. Clifford, Robert S.
29 Colby at Orono
Hussey, Prof. Frances E. Arnold, Dr.
Nov. 5 Bowdoin at Brunswick
L A Vigneras and Dr. W. H. Starr.
Junior Varsity Football
•
Oct. 7,8, or 21 M.C.I. at Orono
Willard Has Heart Attack
14 Higgins at Orono
28 Coburn at Orono
Professor Harley Willard. head of
Nov. 3 or 4 Freshmen at Orono
the mathematics department, recently

In an effort to use all the material
available to the best possible advantage,
Coach Bill Kenyon made a few shifts
in the varsity basketball lineup this
week. Most of them concerned the
center position
Sophomores Phil Curtis and Al Hall
along with Bill Webber were given a
try in the pivot position which has been
held until now by FA Stanley. This
shift did not mean that Stanley was
out, because Kenyon is still far from
decided upon his playing squad. It
was merely a move to strengthen the
enter position, since the guard berths
are better fixed for material than the
center.
Most of the squad is in good condition. It still remains a puzzle whether
Frank Tapley and Joe Hamlin are go- CAMPUS STAFF CHANGES
ing to play or not. Both reported late
and both have been given much time
Having earned sufficient credits:
off to catch up in their studies. In his
Rachel Kent and I.ewis Nightinone scrimmage, Hamlin showed that
gale have been advanced from reFreshman Football
he was capable of giving the best man
porters to star reporters.
Oct. 22 Kents Hill at Orono
on the team a run for his money. TapCharlotte Dimitre, Boris Klein15 Ricker at Orono
ley is a letterman, and his experience
Cr, and David Astor have been ad29 Bridgton at Orono
would come in handy.
vanced from cub reporters to reNov. 3 or 4 Junior Varsity at Orono
The varsity scrimmaged twice with
porters.
the freshmen this week to get used to
Varsity Tennis
Josephine Campbell, Eleanor
May 7 Bowdoin at Orono
strange opposition. The frosh are
Cousins, Virginia Pease, Eleanor
11 Colby at Orono
stronger than usual, and made it tough
Look, Margaret Peasley, Irene
13 Bates at Lewiston
for the upperclassmen. The varsity got
Whitman, Dorcas Jewell, Marian
18 Bates at Orono
a chance to try out different offensive
White, Kendrick Hodgdon, and
21 Colby at Waterville
and defensive formations that it had
Gerald Small have been added to
23-24 State Meet at Lewiston
been given by Coach Kenyon.
the staff as cub reporters.
Date pending on spring trip to New
Most id the teams that the Pale Blue
Hampshire and Rhode Island
Several members of the staff
will meet this winter have already
May 7 Bowdoin at Orono
have been demoted either for failstarted their schedules, and so Kenyon
ure to attend meetings or to do
was wondering if his boys would be
Golf
11 Colby at Orono
sufficient work.
ready for them after Christmas. The
16 Bowdoin at Brunswick
two weeks layoff will be quite an obDr. Brush Addresses Club
21 Coll,: at Waterville
stacle to oVCIT..MC unless, Of COWS!.
23-24 State Meet at Waterville
the players get a chance to work out in
Dr. Edward N. Brush addressed the
their home towns. Many of them will
members of the Education Club at a
Seniors Take Policy
he active during the holidays, playing
monthly meeting in South Stevens last
for alumni teams against high schools,
n insurance policy will be taken
Thursday night. His subject was
and in return for their services will he
"The Personality of the Teacher." A • inn by the senior class to provide funds
given the privilege of practicing in
for a gift to the University when the
discussion followed the address.
those gymnasiums.
class comes together for its twenty'
The season opens the Friday after
Patrick 0.Shaughnessy Flynn, a goat fifth anniversary, it was voted at a
vacation and so from the time that belonging to a
sorority at the Univer- lass meeting Tuesday
_ noon.
school closes tomorrow until next year. sity of Minnesota,
is leaving for his
there will be only three practice ses- home in Grinnell.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Iowa. It isn't besions. Northastern will be the first cause Patrick
doesn't like the campus
opponent.
but because his garage has been rented !
•
Just whether the Huskies will be to
a car. (A.C.P.)
any good or not is a question. Last
•
week they went 33 minutes against
Thirteen-year-old Catherine McHarvard without scoring a field goal. Grath will be a sophomore at the UniBut on the other hand. H
d has versity of Washington in January. Her,
one of the best teams in the east, while forte is mathematics, which she just !
95 Main St., Lewiston
the Huskies are depending a lot upon coasts through for "A's." She fina bunch of sophomores.
Jost opposite Hotel Littleton
ished the eighth grade four years after
tsarting school. She hopes to earn a
Jewish men attending the Univer- bachelor
of science degree in matheNew and Attractive
sity were guests of the l'ine Tree
matics and then study law. (A.C.P.) I
XMAS GIFTS
lodge of B'nai Brith at a supper in
the Bangor Hebrew Institute Hall
XMAS CARDS & TOYS
The latest thing in winter night- I
Sunday evening.
More than 40 wear for co-eds is not sophisticated
FIR BALSAM PILLOWS
attended.
satin and lace, but pajamas of outing
and
Speakers were Dr. Elias Caplan, of flannel that have hoods and feet at- I
The Well-known
Portland, Rabbi Bernard Berson. A. tached. Woolly snuggle puppies give
XMAS TREE
H. Miller. president of the local the girls something to cuddle up to on
SURPRISE GRABS
lodge. Goodman Gafinowit:, and cold winter nights. (A.S.U.)
Open from 9 A.M. to A P.M.
three students---Myer Alpert, David
Moscow's:, and Leon Levitan.
Patronize Our Advertisers •

g& Smiling Cow

Gilt Shop

Due to the illness of freshman basketball coach Bill Wells, Hal Woodbury is assuming the coaching role.
The plebes got their first real test
Tuesday when they scrimmaged
against the varsity. Although the
more experienced varsity held an upper hand they were, nevertheless, given
The sophomore track team outgamsome real stiff competition which drew
praises from both Coach Bill Kenyon holed the other classes of the Univerand Hal Woodbury.
sity in the Christmas Gamble Interclass
Track Meet last Saturday afternoon.
Alice Smith Tells College
Second plaer: went to the freshman
4-H Club of Chicago Trip
team which trailed the sophomores by
The college 4-H Club held a meeting a score of 61% to 42 11/12.
Tuesday evening, Dec. 7, in 33 WinsThe senior team handicapped by the
low Hall with an attendance of 38
loss of one of its aces, an alleged
members.
great hurdler (which still has to be
Miss Alice Smith, one of the Maine
representatives at the National 4-H shown) Sid Hurwitz, was a close third
Club contest in Chicago and a fresh- with 41t/.. points. The juniors scored
man at the University of Maine, gave 29l/j points in finishing last.
Don Smith proved to be the luckiest
a talk on the trip, while Kenneth C.
Lovejoy. state 4-H Club leader, men- gambler of the lot, as he picked the
tioned some of the humorous points of mile and drew the half mile, both of
the same trip. Punch and doughnuts which he won handily.
were served.
Bill McCarthy also drew a plum

Don Smith Wins 2
Events To Lead
Winners

from the hat and tied in his specialty,
the high jump, and tied for first in the

220.
Surprise of the meet, however, was
the fast quarter mile of Johnny Haggett, half-miler. Haggett was impressive as he pulled away from the field
to win the quarter in 523; seconds. Ed
Mitchell got off a good heave, 44 feet
8 inches, in the shot to win his specialty.
A senior at Union College wanted
an organ when he was a freshman but
figured it would take him a life-time to
save the $25,000 necessary to buy one.
He set about building one, and now
owns an instrument that has three
manuals, a full set of foot pedals and
seven ranks of free reeds. He has rebuilt it three times. (A.C.P.)

Patronize Our Advertisers

suffered a heart attack. Although he
is resting comfortably, he will be confined to his bed for several weeks. He
hopes to resume his duties at the University sometime in January.

TRAVEL HOME
FOR TISK

Holidays
BY TRAIN
•Be Sensible and Play Safe
•Go in Comfort by Rail
•You Get There Sooner and
Can Stay Longer
•Ride in our NEW Coaches
•Have fun en route with "The
Gang"
•Your local Agent (Tel. 7304)
can arrange Tickets and
Schedules in a jiffy—call
him NOW.
•Christmas will be merrier if
you GO BY TRAIN
EXAMPLES OW OUR

LOW COACH FARES
FROM BANGOR
Portland
Boston
Augusta
New York
Providence
Lawrence

$2.75
4.95
1.50
9.55
5.85
4.50

MAINE
CENTRAL
RAILROAD

01
I
"It was his FORD V.8 that got her!"

THE MAINZ CAMPUS

4

'Alexandria' Needed
MILITARY BALL Lightfoot Speaks
(Continued from Page One)
In South Hall Now
At Club Meeting

By Lea

Campus Camera

With the cold weather, mice
Frances McArthur; Henry PiorkowProfessor Robert Henry Lightfoot
come in the houses, and cats into
ski, Mrs. Roberts, Sigma Chi house
of Oxford University will speak on
affection. At least, that is what is
matron; Alexander Raye, Jean Kent;
"The Rejected Gospels" before the
happening to Alexandria, South
William Violette, Elizabeth Sullivan;
Contributors' Club in the Little TheaHall's cat. One night the girls
Robert Merrill, Frances Violette; Al6.
Jan.
evening,
Thursday
tre at 7:30
were awakened by a shrill scream
bert Osgood, Janice Merrill; Harold
GRADUATED FROM 114E (.1,1IVE12.Prof. Lightfoot, who is a visiting
and a call for Alexandria. One
Hamm, Mary Tremaine; Russell
SIT( CF MICHIGAN Al THE AGE
during
College
Bowdoin
at
lecturer
OF 93! Ai 21 HE WAS WITHIN
of the dignified seniors had a
Leafe, Eleanor Dougherty; Albert
A FRY WEEKS OF RECF-MNG HIS
the present academic term, is the aumouse tangled in her hair. Since
Dyson, Madeline Davis.
DEGREE WHEN NE ENLISTED N
thor of "History and Interpretation in
had
longer
no
has
Alexandria
then,
Coty;
RobWilliam Hussey, Estelle
TNE CtVit. W. HE NIAS PREthe Gospels." He has held the chair
to spend her nights alone in the celSENTED WriN HIS' SNEEPSKiN
ert Harvey, Carolyn Preble; Harley
of biblical literature at Oxford since
lar.
72 YEARS LATER!
Nelson, Margaret Huff; Andrew
1934.
Longley, Barbara Ross; John Haggett,
27 Attend M.O.C. Outing
A graduate of Eton, Professor LightLouise Scott; Richard Hopkins, Ruth
Grey; Erwin Heald, Alvalene Pierson; foot entered Worcester College, OxTwenty-seven members of the M.O.
Paul Woods, Eleanor Look; Leslie ford University, and graduated with
C. spent Saturday and Sunday, Dec.
Robinson, Elizabeth Jones; Lloyd high distinction, winning prizes in the
field of theology. He was examining 11 and 12, at Camp Roosevelt, Fitts
Brown, Ellen McIntosh.
Temple Smith, Dorothy Jones; Wil- chaplain to the Archbishop of Canter- Pond in East FAIdington. Major and
lard Fenderson, Mavis Creamer; Earle bury and later became fellow and chap- Mrs. H. A. Henkle and Mr. Andrew
and
Welles, Tina Currier; Sidney Hur- lain at Lincoln College, Oxford,
Watson were the chaperons.
witz, Phyllis Hess; Erwin Cooper, then fellow and tutor of New College,
. •
4
1
/
•\
• Sunday morning the group hiked to
Dorothy Shiro; William Thompson, with which college he is still associthe ledges around Little Burnt Pond, a
Madeline Smart; William McDon- ated.
ough, Esther Kennedy; Gordon Chap- Tickets for the lecture or season tick- hike of seven miles.
Those who went on the trip were:
man, Marianne Russell; Melvin Mc- ets to the club's series may be obtained
./.‘k
John Alley. Albert Bahrt, Mary
Kenzie, Frances North; Loren Fair- at the door.
-•••'
field, Mary Bearce; Wendell MilliPrices of the student season tickets Bearce, Emily Blake, Robert Bonney,
ken, Mabel McAllister; Festus Wat- for the Contributors' Club lecture Robert Cook. John Dequine. Nathaniel
son, Noreen Vickers; Sherman Van- series were reduced from the regular Doten, George Fisher, James Fitzpatnah, Barbara McLeary; Carl Blom. price of $1.00 to 80 cents at a meeting rick. Christian Hall, Ida Mae Hart.
A-T ARMOUR TECH (CHICAGO) ALL FRESHHelen Doran; Arland Meade, Barbara of the Club Sunday, for the remaining Spencer Harris. Richard Holmes, RaMEN REFUSING TO WEAR GREEN CAPS
Whittredge.
three lectures. Individual tickets are chel Kent, Edward Kozicky, Elizabeth
ARE STRIPPED OF THEIR PANTS AND
Libbey, John IMaines, Ruth McClelBertram Ames, Eileen Flanagan; 35 cents.
REQUIRED TO WALK N SltH A STATE
land, Margaret Peaslee, June Phelps,
Charles Fillebrown, Alice Roth; John
!
TO AU. CLASSES CURING 1BE DAY
Helen Philbrook, Margaret Steinmetz,
Barnard, Claudia Scammon; Lester
Smith, Elizabeth Mitchell; Roger Whitmore; Edward Szaniawski, Eliz- John Trowbridge, Genevieve Weill,
Clement, Barbara Mitchell; Stanley abeth Luce; Merrill Bradford, Cath- Gwendolyn Weymouth, Ruth WorcesHolds Christmas Party
Fuger, Viola Smith; Herbert Pea- erine Cox; Robert Cullinan, Priscilla ter.
DURBIN SPEAKS
body, Mrs. Webster, Kappa Sigma Tondreau; John Carlisle, Mrs. Ide,
((.'ontinued from Page One)
Christmas decorations complete with
Cloke, Evans in Augusta
house matron; Basil Smith, Mary Phi Gamma Delta house matron; Edmistletoe and a Christmas tree creatunions are not a part of laissez-faire ed the holiday spirit at a Christmas
Simpson; Edward Ladd, Priscilla ward Stanley, Mary-Hale Sutton;
Cloke and Professor W. capitalism.
Paul
Dean
Bickford; Fremont Davis, Margaret James Dow, Bernice Hamilton; Ausparty held at Sigma Chi last Saturday.
S. Evans attended a meeting of the
Theriault ; John Curley, Sophie Mai- tin Chamberlain, Virginia Pease.
"Hope for harmony and social jus- Marthon Tolman played the part of
' Board of Directors of the Maine Assel; William Brann, Charlotte DimiMerrill Thomas, Eva Chase; Ray- sociation of Engineers in Augusta, tice lies in retaining political democ- Santa Claus.
tre; John Byrne, Ernestine Pirdcham; mond McGinley, Ruth Seavey ; Wiland using the power which it
The chaperons were Mrs. Blanche
Saturday evening. Dec. 4. There was racy
Mervin Knight, June Clement; Rich- liam Ford, Ramona Hincks; Robert
the common people as a force Roberts and Prof. and Mrs. Reginald
to
gives
later a general meeting at which time
ard Thomas. Barbara Grace; Charles Hussey. Lucille Fogg; David Page,
control the economic system," he Eli,hbah.
the subject of discussion was "The to
Cain, Helene Diehl; Bartlett Kimball, Dorothy Davis; Edward Larrabee,
"Democracy must use its politiFederal Water Resources Policy." said.
Those present were: Henry PiorPhyllis Peavey; Duncan Cotting, Mar- Elizabeth Doble; Norman Carlisle,
power to make the economic sysPaul I.. Bean, of Lewiston; Bryant L. cal
kowski, Louise Rice; Allen Trask,
jorie Lynds; George Calderwood, Pa- Doreen Trask; Dewitt Skinner, Mrs.
justly."
more
operate
tem
Hopkins, of Waterville, and Paul
I Wen Lewis; Robert MacDonald.
tricia B11; Lester Tarbell, Antoria Ro- McDonough, Lambda Chi house maWith regard to the future of world
Krus, of Bangor, were the main speakMargaret Sawyer; Philip Grant, Elesen; Clark Kuney, Marion Hatch; tron; Wallace Gleason, Elizabeth
opinion
Durbin said that in his
ers. Others who attended the meeting peace,
Look; David Greenlaw, June
anor
Arnold Spavin, Janice Veano.
Drummond; Henry Lowell, Mary were: Profs. E. H. Sprague, A. C. there is no choice to be made between
Bridges; Paul Morin, Carolyn Reed;
Robert Bramhall, Meredith Walsh; Deering; Milton Jellison, Elizabeth
The choice is beinjustice.
and
war
Lyons, H. D. Chase, and W.J. SweetLeslie Brookes, Helen Harding; John
Robert Kirkland. Pauline McAllister; Chute; Ernest Adams, Priscilla
tween Peace with injustice and war
Reitz, Jr., Helengrace Lancaster;
Thomas Nickerson, Louise Ohnesorge; Brown; John Lippke, Wilma Sears;
with injustice. The difference is sevJames Walker, Edith Taylor; Roger
Reginald McDonald. Louise Bryan; Norman Danforth, Hilda LaBarge;
lives.
million
eral
Officers Elected by A.S.M.E.
Andrews, Ann Hart; William ChandRichard Holmes, Helen Philbrook; Harland Dodge, Mary Cooper; RichCollective Action Needed
ler, Helen Wormwood.
Russell Belknap, Lucy Pray; Harry ard Healy, Arlene Woods; Webster
At a meeting of the Student Branch
"Collective action of the democratic.
Robert Merrill, Estelle Lawrence:
Shute, Josephine Hamlin; Roger Cot- Hodges, Mary Leighton; Thomas of the American Society of Mechanipeace-loving nations to restrain by Lloyd Poland, Barbara Young; Herting, Mary Scribner; Joseph Hamlin, Shannon, Edith McIntire; Robert cal Engineers held Dec. 2, the followforce the aggressive minorities in the rick Thomas, Ramona Hicks; WilRuth Pagan; Lauress Parkman, Eliz- Stewart. Ruth Worcester; Joseph Ki- ing officers were elected: Chairman.
world is the only way in which peace liam Violette. Florence Farnham; Edabeth Kruse; Roderick Gardner, Eu- las, Beatrice Gleason; Thomas Reed, Sherman
Vannah; vice-chairman. can be preserved," he said.
ward Bonacorsa. Frances Violette;
nice Gale; Richard Quigley, Alice Kathleen Rideout ; Henry Halilday, Thomas D. Verrill; secretary, Carl
Durbin concluded his talk with a plea Carl Osgood, Jean Mitchell.
Charktier ; Charles McKenzie, Hope Charlotte Elkins; Roy Cramer, Bar- C. Osgood; treasurer, Stuart G. Brycooperaand
understanding
better
for
Chadwick; Neil Bearce, Marguerite bara Veazie; Enoch Cook, Hazel Fee- ant.
tion between the United States and
Davis; Harland Turner, Elizabeth ro; John Getchell, Margaret Higgins;
Great Britain.
President's house. The final feature of
Reid.
Carleton Fogg. Jane Dyer • Glen TayOn Monday afternoon Durbin spoke Durbin's stay at the University was a
Foster Higgins, Bernice Leighton; lor, Agnes Walsh; Thomas Verrill. McCain, Isabelle Crosby; Thomas
before a group of history and econom- talk on "Collective Security" delivered
Ralph Higgins, Helen Holman; Ar- • Barbara Libby; Lawrence Kelly, An- Pinkham, Virginia Hill; Carl Oxner,
ics majors on the subject of "Econom- at the Science Seminar in Merrill Hall
thur Smith, Betti Bruce; Maynard na Verrill; Robert Cameron, Georgia Carolyn Currier; Clifford Calderwood,
ic Planning." On Tuesday he spoke NVednesday
Files, Elizabeth MacAlary; Howard Taylor; Richard Treniaine, Jacqueline William Craig; Gwendolyn Hooper,
at a faculty luncheon, and in the eveAlyn
Ruth
Linwood
Wafters,
Shaw;
Donald
Burnham;
Forrestall, Pauline
Houghton; Carleton Duby, Mary Jo
informal discussion at the
Patronize Our Advertisers
Reed; Merwin Marston, Mrs. King, ning led an
Mayo, Helen Bond; Arnold Veague, Orr.
Phi Mu Delta house matron; Malcolm
Mildred Walton; John Lewis, Lucille
Samuel Wheeler, Mrs. McCollum,
Clark; William Hilton, Elizabeth Sigma Alpha Epsilon house matron, Roberts, Elizabeth Gruginskis; Robert
Johnson; Earle Reed, Margaret Arthur Patterson, Evelyn McDou- Graves, Mary Carlisle; George Ed••
Hauck; Herbert Leonard, Elizabeth gall; Philip Babcock, Emma Rice; wards, Sara Culberson; Paul Brownie,1
Swanley ; John Gowell, Edna Louise Norman Thompson. Marian Dunbar; Lucy Cobb; John Harris, Kathleen
Harrison; Frederick Schoppe, Marian Donald Moore, Marjorie Moulton; Boyle; Howard Kenney, Mary Bates;
Moan; Kenneth Grinell, Maxine Arthur Reynolds, Marguerite Benja- Francis Jones, Joan Fates; Albert
Owens, Evelyn Randlett ; Carleton
Knights; Gale Torrey, Pauline Riley; min; Paige
\Vest, Susie Clough; Fred
Kenneth Burr, Mrs. Blanchard, Phi Patterson, Mary Cooper; George Tem- Merrill, Ruth Wooster; Thomas BarEta Kappa house matron; Richard ple. Kathleen Duplisse; Albert Toner, ker, Marjorie Deering; John Perry,
Akeley, Charlotte Hennessey; Kermit Margaret Orser ; Philip Temple, Eliz- Venora Stinchfiekl; Bernard Robbins,
Alice Ann Donavan; Robert McGregCotes, Ruth Leavitt.
abeth Libby ; Robert Wood, Clara
Quinton Crandall, Mary Boone; Gordon; William Hunnewell, Norma or, Constance Philbrook ; James Harris, Hilda Rowe.
Charles Weaver, Margaret Lowell; Lueders ; Philip
Gregory, Jean SanRichard Stevens, Barbara Kingsbury; born : Calvin
Gilbert, Nancy HenPatronize Our Advertisers
Dana Drew, Muriel Murphy; Robert hugs; Francis Lovering, Phyllis HasCook, Mrs. Ireland, Alpha Tau Omega kell;
Paul Wyman, Barbara Mitchell;
house matron; Robert Burleigh, Vir•
Thomas Shannon, Edith McIntire.
ginia Maguire; George Murray, MadeKeith Bates. Eloise Hutchinson:
Swett,
Barbara
line Banton; Arthur
John Hooper, Harriette Welch; Jame,
Swett; Robert Robertson, Helen
Wormwood; William Ward, Martha
Chase; John Dequine, Ruth McLellan;
111111111N10
Harold Gerrish, Marion FitzGerald;
hurs., Dec. In
Arthur Swett, Elizabeth Trott; RichBUY YOUR
ard Williams, Ethel Mae Currier;
Bette Davis, Henry Fonda
XMAS GIFTS
Walter Hanley, Margaret Cheney;
"THAT CERTAIN
Fred Beck, Elizabeth Cliff; Morris
WOMAN"
at
News—Star Reporter
Ernst. May Dowd; Hartley Banton.
Dorcas Jewell; Richard Crocker,
Fri., Dec. 17
Elizabeth Boone; Hiram Smith, Rose
Tyrone Power. Loretta Young
"SECOND HONEYMOON"
News—Last Episode Painted
28 Hammond St
Stallion
BA 1500!
"One Picture Tells as Much as Ten Thousand Words"
Sat., Dec. 18
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Gene Autrey in
"ROOTIN' TOOTIV
DURHAM, N. C.
RHYTHM"'
GIFTS BY
Your tens. of elm, weeks are gl•ein
Major Bowes—Comedy
each yew. Theoe may be taken cos
YARDLEY
secutIvely (graduation is three and
Mon., Tues., Dec. 20-21
omit quarter
I or three terms may
be taken each year (graduation is four
HOUBIGANT
Erroll Flynn, Joan Illondell
years). The entrance requirements are
Intelligence, character, and at least two
"THE PERFECT
COTY
year. of college wtwt, Including the
SPECIMEN"
subjects specified for Grade A medical
schtools. Catalogues end application
News- Night at Movies
EVE-IN-PARIS
forma may be obtained from the Doss.

MAJ. GEORGE
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Arts Club Founds
Scholarship Fund
A scholarship fund was established
and plans for a varsity show were made
at the first monthly meeting of the
\ rts Club, held at South Stevens on
' mday evening, Dec. 13.
1 committee consisting of Dr. Lloyd
Flewelling. Eunice Gale, Elizabeth
Luce, Helen Reiley, Harold Gerrish,
and William Clifford was appointed to
make requirements for the scholarship
fund which the club will sponsor. Margaret Hauck, Eunice Gale, Eleanora
Savage, and Harold Estabrook were
selected as a committee for the next
monthly meeting.
\•irginia Maguire, Leo Leiberman,
and William Clifford will act as a committe in charge of the varsity show
to be held March 11.
William Clifford, as president, reported that monthly meetings of the
club will continue regularly. They
consist of a business meeting, entertainment, and refreshments. Both faculty
and members of the club are invited.
An entertainnint followed the business meeting. Ruth Trickey sang Leo
Leiberman's original song, "Ecstacy."
Dr. Flewelling read "How Come
Christmas.- and Frances North and
Mavis Creamer sang a medley of popular songs

R.H.Macy Co.Invites
Students For Visit
University students who are in New
York during the Christmas holidays
are invited to take a visiting tour thru
. acy Company atore, c. 11,
tie K.
cording to a notice from Nlacy's received by the Placement Bureau recently.
Visiting tours will be held at 10:30
each morning from December 17 to
January 5, inclusive, and young men
and women may discuss the opportunities for a career in retailing or may
view the functions of a large department store 'behind the scenes'
Students should go to the Department of Training on the sixteenth door,
using elevators 35 and 36 in the Seventh Avenue building. Miss Grace
Cheney on the sixteenth floor will arrange an interview with anyone interested in discussing placement in Nlacy's
after graduation.

All Sororities
End Rushing
Sorority rushing was brought to i
close last night when Pi Beta Phi entertaind its rushee. at a lumberman's
party at the Buzzell lumber camp in
Old Town. The supper was a typical
lumberman's meal while the entertainment, also in keeping with the motif,
included the telling of tall stories and
the presentation ofa skit. Transportathin to and from the camp was on a
lumber truck.
Delta Delta Delta entertained freshmen and upperclass women at the
Y.W.C.A. in Bangor Tuesday evening.
The place was transformed into the
Crescent Nightclub with activities being carried out accordingly.
Phi Mu celebrated the 25th anniversary of the founding of the Pi chapter
at the University of Maine Monday
night at a banquet given in honor of its
rushees at the Penobscot Valley Country Club. Among other things, the
story of the founding of Phi Mu was
dramatized by sorority women.
Chi Omega sorority had its rushing
party last Saturday night. This party,
also held at the Penobscot Valley
Country Club, was given in the idea
of a "First Nighter."
Alpha Omicron Pi held its big party
at the Canoe Club in Hampden Sunday
evening. and members entertained
rushees in several humorous skits. Leo
Lieberman played the piano, one of the
pieces being a number of his own composition which Ruth Trickey sang.
There were guessing games and a
treasure hunt.
Sgt. Francis McCabe, Director of
Safety Division of the State Highway
Police, spoke before seniors in Highway Engineering, Friday, Dec. 3, on
the subject "Traffic Regulations and
Enforcement."

Edna S. Cobb Is Chairman
Edna M. Cobb, extension home economics specialist at the University, has
been chosen chairman of the Home
Economics Specialist Section of the
National Association.
At the annunal meeting, which will
he held in June, Miss Cobb and her
community will figure in the program
for the convention.

rhe College World.
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CARROLL
CUT-RATE

DUKE UNIVERSITY

LUCIEN LELONG
CUTER
LACROSS

YOU WILL FIND IT AT
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31-37MU ST ORONO

Vired., Dec. 22
This is Bank Nite
"MUSIC FOR
MADAME"
Nino Martini, Joan Fontaine

And Others
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TO

$15.00

Three shows daily, 2:30, 6:30,
830
Feature at 3:00, 7:00, 9:00

Shutters click . . flashlights flare . . .
cameramen are "Johnny on the spot"
wherever and whenever anything of
interest to the college student happens
. . . to bring to the Editor of Collegiate
Digest three thousand pictures every month
. . . but of course it is only possible vi
oring you the best of these . . . in
addition to the nunierous collegiate fealures appearing exclunively in Collegiat,D gest every week with

1)e Maine Taittputi

This poor old grad, in hisfreshman daze,
Adopted studious thoughts and ways,
He crammed his Turret Top with fact,
But never learned how one should act.

I

s simple arithmetic that the more cars
General Motors sells the greater this organization grows. And the solid fact back of that
growth is this: General Motors cars must continually offer more in terms of extra value
to win those sales. It is only because General
Motors is great that it can maintain the research and improvement program responsible
for such modern betterments as the Turret
Top,the Unisteel Body,No Draft Ventilation,
Knee-Action and advanced Hydraulic Brakes.

GENERAL MOTORS
MEANS GOOD MEASITEIE
(ALEVIIOLET • POIRIAC • OLDILILODIL/C • PI lea • EA %AILLIR • CADILLAC

